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Points of reference for this talk:

1
The book The Strange Place of Religion in Contemporary Art (2005), 

and talks that followed on from it at Westmont College, Santa Barbara, 
and Lipscomb University, Nashville

2
The day-long panel discussion Re-Enchantment, held April 17 in Chicago,

including Boris Groys, Thierry de Duve, Tomoko Masuzawa, Wendy Doniger, 
David Morgan, Gregg Bordwitz, and Kajri Jain

It will be vol. 7 in The Art Seminar (New York: Routledge, 2004-8)
(The book will be out this summer)

3
Piotr Piotrowski, “Visual Policy in Poland: Democracy, Populism, and Censorship”

4
Raphael Vella and other artists in Villetta, Malta



Organization of this talk:

A.  Outline of the problem

B.  Some examples of the gulfs of 
misunderstanding

C.  Five models of the alienation of 
religion and contemporary art

D.  Three unlikely ways forward



A.
Outline of the problem
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Some preliminary definitions:

“Religion” = a named, non-cultic system of belief 

“Spirituality” = a partly private, non-liturgical, partly 
incommunicable system of belief

Given these definitions,

talk of religion is almost completely absent in the art world (except as critique),

and talk of spirituality is rare.
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1. Religion is absent from art magazines and journals...

                            except when the art is critical of religion 

Three forms of the absence of religion or spirituality in talk about contemporary art:



2. Religion is absent from most of the central texts on modernism 
and postmodernism
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Three forms of the absence of religion or spirituality in talk about contemporary art:

—T.J. Clark’s Farewell to an Idea : “[I will have nothing to do with] 
the self-satisfied Leftist clap-trap about art as ‘substitute religion’.”

—the multiply-authored Art Since 1900, the de facto textbook of 
20th c. art, gives very little space to religious works



3. Religion is absent from the pedagogy of studio art (in secular institutions):

—students cannot get critiques of religious meaning in their works

 —students are not taught how religious ideas are expressed
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Three forms of the absence of religion or spirituality in talk about contemporary art:



B.
Some examples of the 

gulfs of misunderstanding



Almost the only secular invitation came out of the book:



The following examples were shown at the “Deus e(x) 
Historia” conference, to show the MIT audience that there 
is more work out there than is dreamt of (etc.)





A “postmodern penteacostal [sic] lectionary blog” with paintings 
ranging in style from Tamara de Lempicka to Ernst Heckel—







A painting of the Malbis Greek 
Orthodox church in Mobile, 
Alabama, inside the church





Aline Gaubert, “equine assisted psychotherapy,” involving horse painting



Even artworks that draw more on fine art can be suspect:



Steve Brudniak’s Black Mandala: “the translucent black field acts as a 
catalyst for meditation as inspired by the paintings of Mark Rothko”



Karen Arm, whose work “aims at understanding systems, structures, and the spirit”



C.
Five models of the 

alienation of religion and 
contemporary art
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In On the Strange Place of Religion in Contemporary Art,  I suggest five models 
for the relation between religious meanings and contemporary art:

1. Avowedly religious art

2. Art that can be assigned to new faiths (NRMs)

3. Art that is critical of religion

4. Art that “burns away” liturgy to find viable belief

5. Art that can be said to be unconsciously religious

I will give examples of each.


